
hours to observe the antics
of “The Emergency Services”.
The services rose to the
occasion by getting: not
only an ambulance, but the
4 wheel drive support/
rescue vehicle, bogged
down, a refusal by the
“Fuzz” helicopter (the air
ambulance was having its
tea) to take a “non-life
threatening” case (any way it
was muddy), and the help of
the local landowner to use a
proper 4 wheel drive to
recover the victim to the
third (not yet bogged down)
ambulance vehicle.
Round two at the Berks
AandE entailed Gas and Air
and bone grating ankle
adjustment.
Round three at Ashtead

Date 24-Dec-2006

Hares Icepyck and T-Shirt

Venue Wotton

On On Wotton Hatch

Link to SH3OnSec Homepage                                                   

in the direction of the “Wine
Stop” a good half an hour
early, but the knitting circle?

Some “advice” on route
adds a quarter of an hour to
their likely arrival and back on
track we get.

Some kind “Huntin,
Shootin’ Fishin’” type has
kindly left a perfectly
servicable table at the edge of
the field in the middle of the
countyside, so the
application of Elle-T’s Scott
tartan table cloth turns it into
a banqueting table. The
methylated spirit is prized out
of Gibber’s thirsty grasp, the
stove fired up and wine/
gluhwein revved up.

Its a bit parky so anyone
hanging around is badgered
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into collecting wood for a
“Bombie” and several
applications of meths and
cardboard results in a
passable hand and bum
warmer.

With the North Downs
escarpment looming over us,
the knitting circle sidle up,
having skillfully avoided it,
and eagerly await the efforts
of the meths and pre-warmed
pies. Hashers turn up almost
exactly at the time predicted
by Icepyck, they have of
course been UP-ALONG-
AND -DOWN but are in good
spirits. I am sure they would
tell you all about it! Icepyck
heads back to make sure beer
is available, I pee on the fire
and back we come. Gibber is

No I won’t run today, these
new sports crutches need a bit
more tuning and anyway I
don’t want to show the
knitting circle up! I’ll hang
around the car park. No
chance ..having watched the
hash mill into the field, mill
about a bit then mill back
across the car park and out - I
know not where (and no
bugger has volunteerd to do
justice to Icepyck and Elle T’s
efforts! so largely third hand
account you’ll get.), I am co-
opted to the “Hotwine Assault
Group”,made up of various
cripples, hares and hare’s
freind (Caroline).

Off we set and bump down
semi made road/tracks and
who should we see waddling

again all things to all men and
doles out down-downs pre
stand-in RA like water. Since
it is a sort of joint Guildford
run Body shop gets a shot at
RA and chucks a bit more
about. That nice CL also
awards me a consolation beer
having missed out at the
Berks do .. which reminds me..

NO SIGN OF ST.  NICK OR
SCHWARZE PETE BUT
HOT WINE AND MINCE

PIES!

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Lightswitch
(Mo Wood)

01372  813392(h)
and

Cardiff Conversion
(Ian Jobe)

  07808 824113(m)

Religious Advisor :
Gibber

(Gerry Gurney)
 01372 386921 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

020 8751 7051 (w)
DapperHasherie:

Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
020 8390 0302 (h)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483 224491

Joint-Secs :
FRB

Peter Hughes
(01932 886747)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
onsec@sh3onsec.org

 www.sh3onsec.org                            

ScrapHeap Challenge
The first (hopefully annual)
Berks ScrapHeap challenge
was a resounding success.
The victim chose a
reasonably innaccessible flat,
but muddy, path to slide
gracefully to a sudden bone
cracking stop. He then
coerced various poor hash
bystanders to hang around
for the best part of two

really got down to scrap
yard tactics and various bits
of old iron and self tappers
are now installed to make
sure passing through airports
is even more fun than usual.
Round four is next week
when some scrap is being
swapped around and a new
plaster colour selected.
Thanks to all my supporters -
On ON Tequil’over



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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1656 07-01-07 Atalanta

1657 14-01-07 FRB Bushy
Park

1658 21-01-07

1659 28-01-07 Salisbury

Run 1655

Date 31-Dec-2006

Hare Ear Trumpet and J Arthur

Venue Holmbury St Mary

On On Royal Oak

SSA old (what else?!) 104A5

OS (187) 108 451

Scribe FRBDirections:

In Abinger Hammer, on the A25 between Guildford and
Dorking, take the B2126 (Felday Rd.)south for 2.4 miles to
Holmbury St.Mary. Park as neatly as possible but not in the
pub car park..

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Affix Stamp
 Here

Some Thoughts on Sex

"Bisexuality immediately doubles your chances for a
date on Saturday night. "  Ian Ross

"There are a number of mechanical devices which
increase sexual arousal, particularly in women. Chief
among these is the Mercedes-Benz 380SL."   Charles
Rust

"Sex is one of the nine reasons for incarnation. The other
eight are unimportant."   Les Segal

"Women might be able to fake orgasms. But men can
fake a whole relationship."  Rob Thorburn

"Hockey is a sport for white men.
Basketball is a sport for black men.
Golf is a sport for white men dressed like black pimps."
Tiger Woods

"My mother never saw the irony in calling me a son-of-
a-bitch."   Tom McConnell

" Clinton lied. A man might forget where he parks or
where he lives, but he never forgets oral sex, no matter
how bad it is."    Barbara Bush (Former US First Lady,
and you didn't think Barbara had a sense of humor)

"Ah, yes, divorce, from the Latin word meaning to rip
out a man's genitals through his wallet."  Jim MacKenzie


